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1Of course the weeping or burial ceremony of the mountain club, which I witnessed, the pale godshoe son of the deceased made me notice that we will all die, but in different ways. This phrase may seem naïve, but it makes sense given the complex rituals surrounding the Cuban religious transition that
vary depending on their religious affiliation1. For them, death is not a rupture, but an extension of life. In this context, the antagonism between life and death loses some validity: as we will see, the dead or ghosts can materialize, act in people's daily lives, receive attributes, gifts, meals, provide advice and
intervene, positively or negatively, in the destinations and alternatives of everyday life. Death is therefore not something that is clearly at odds with life, and these terms refer more to graduation, ways of experiencing an obstacle that can be more or less transposed, according to the very notion that
communities have a person's constitution. Once this barrier has passed through physical death, the newly deceased are prone to become agents of everyday life or the ritual life of other human beings. This step from life to the dead needs, however, complex and long ritual treatment: for the religious, the
state of the dead is also a social and ritual building. 2In this article, I will describe the ritual cycle rites around the death of mountain stick priests, ceremonies known as weeping, and which I have witnessed several times as part of my research focused on mountain stick practice in Havana. I will draw on
two concrete examples that the funeral of a lady named Charity (2007) and that of a gentleman named Reynaldo (2009), whom I knew alive and from which I will also exhibit a religious biography. Here it should be noted that burial ceremonies palo monte were never induced in literature, largely the lack of
studies dedicated to this cult in general in the literature on Cuban religiosity. 3Dicho's, in all the funerals of mountain-stick priests that I have witnessed, fact has caught my attention: the death of the palero allows me to see not only his commitment in this religion, but his entire ritual trajectory, throughout
his mortal life, in other Afro-Cuban religions. In fact, at the time of burials, the various religious identities of the deceased are staged and get special ritual attention. At the time of death, different ritual practices are combined and interacted. Therefore, when highlighting the religious and hesitant network to
which the deceased belonged in life, burial rituals appear to be key moments for detention Cuban religious and relationships, creative and sometimes innovative according to the understanding and needs of each individual, between different Afro-Cuban religions. For lack of available data on the mountain
stick, I will focus my description on specific stick burial ceremonies. At the same time, however, I will try to point out this multiplicity, the fragile hierarchies that play out there, the transitions from one practice to another – a reflection of the life of the deceased – as well as the creativity they update. This task
seems important to me because, as several works have pointed out, creativity is a natural religious process2 that is constantly being built by believers who articulate different religious elements from their daily personal experiences. As Jackson points out (1996:4) [the world] is always in the process of [...]
rather than ready-made. But with exceptions – vines, such as the work of Argyriadis (1999), which emphasizes the complementarity of various Cuban religious practices or Palmié (2002) – many authors who wrote about the Cuban religions (e.g. Dianteill, 2000; James Figarola, 2006; 6. Ochoa, 2007) tend
to overly strictly categorize Cuban religious traditions or rules such as stick mount and santeria. If it is true that each of them has its own dynamics, the action thus hides a creative whole and leads to the description of the Cuban religious universe as a segmented universe. This vision is not entirely
consistent with the multiplicity of this universe and the sometimes more flexible concepts or trajectories of some religious practitioners. Like other researchers, I am in favour of adopting a more dynamic perspective in this text. I will do so by focusing on the biographies of two deceased religious and
examining their manifestations and implications for their funerals. Palo monte, paleros and religious multiplicity in Havana 4The monte stick, also called the rule of stick monte, the rule of conga, or simply witchcraft, is a Cuban religious practice mostly bantu cultural and linguistic matrix (Cabrera, 1954;
Fuentes &amp; Schwegler, 2005). His cosmology rests on the existence, on the one hand, of the supreme God Nzambi and, on the other, of entities such as ndokis – forces considered negative – and nkisis – of natural forces bearing their own names. However, every day, a mountain stick doctor basically
works through the manipulation of the dead and materials of nature inserted into an object called nganga or clothing. Nganga, defined as a magic cauldol by many authors (Ochoa, 2007; Brown, 2003), is associated with a specific nkisi and contains, inter alia, things, parts of a dead man, that is, a human
skeleton (often a skull) that was searched in the cemetery. This dead man is called nfumbi in the tongue. When a priest produces his own nganga, he thus establishes a pact with this own nfumbi and both enter into a close alliance. 5 Unlike other traditions that I will mention below, the mountain stick has
very great flexibility and variety of ceremonies and practices that some authors delve into three branches or ritual tendencies, called mayombe, bribery, and kimbisa4. However, some elements do not differ in their overall scheme. During initiation or scratching, a ritual consisting, among other things, of a
procedure with light spooks, the newcomer creates through a blood pact personal ties with nfumbi nganga priest chose as his initiator5. Thus the bond of ritual kinship is formed, and it is said that this initiated young man thus becomes the godsexchon of his initiator. Over time, he can become a priest (or
priestess) of the rule of mountain sticks, he can produce his own nganga and then start with other people who formed his own religious family. In this case, palero acquires a hesitation degree tata nkisi (for a man) or yaya nkisi (for a woman). Nganga is produced in different ways, containing the basic
elements. In addition to fragments of dead (nfumbi), it includes, for example, animals, stones and sticks (hence the name of the handles). Depending on the needs of the palero priest and sometimes the hints of another dead man (the spirit that accompanies one in his spiritual cord, vine below), it may also
contain more colorful elements. Indeed, while nfumbi has an extra-intimate, almost bodily relationship with tata or yaya, dead his cordon (his spiritual guide) can accompany, direct and assist him in his works or magical-religious operations, as well as in personal life. The terms nfumbi and dead therefore
go beyond obvious semantic categorisations. 6 The Afro-Cuban religious area is more and more diverse and presents various specific possibilities of dedication and a combination of procedures for adepta. Thus, in the mountain houses in which I worked, the Christian presence is also quite strong. It
should be noted, for example, when using crosses on clothes - they are set upside down in order to do harmful work against people - or through the appropriation of terms such as Christian nganga (an object that is made for work that is said to be oriented done well) or that jewish nganga (an object that is
made as opposed to doing oriented work evil, knowing that in both cases paleros are conceived as witches). It is also considered that it is necessary to baptized before starting on a mountain stick, which manifests itself on the outstream, in my opinion, a certain sense of innovation and real religious
creativity. Spiritualism, on the other hand, is often integrated into the practice of mountain sticks. It is common, for example, that palero began his religious practice with cardecist-inspired spiritualism6 and that even on mountain sticks, he works with the dead or ghosts of different classes (guide, auxiliary,
etc.). These spirit drinks form a commission that accompanies the individual from birth and are more than protectors, this concept goes beyond the Christian concept of protective entities (Cannell, 2005). They form the so-called spiritual cord of each individual and are considered an integral part of a
person, prolonging his life, acquiring certain qualities and forming his personality7. However, relationships with dead sticks and with ghosts or dead spiritualism are in fact very different. Inhabiting nganga, dead from a mountain stick is considered less developed than a spirit that is almost always classified
as belonging to a higher spiritual degree according to the cardecist vision (Kardec, [1860] 1962)8. These are not materialized in objects, but by the human medium from which they seize or to which they inspire intuition or vision. To draw attention to religious diversity, it is worth noting that some paleros (at
least with whom I worked in Havana, from about 40 different houses belonging to different branches), also practice intensive water - a religious practice that was carried out in Cuba through Haitian immigration9. 7 According to their therapeutic and religious needs, and often under the guidance of dead
spiritualism and mountain sticks, the religious may also begin in santeria or ocha rule of the Yoruba matrix, whose practice revolves around the worship of entities called orichas or saints. They can also hire an insider in the cult of Ifá, based on divicification through Orulu, oricha fate par excellence10. Note
that these orichas, African deities, have their correspondence in the figure of Catholic saints - for example, the deity Ochun, oricha female beauty, freshwater and gold, is the Virgin Copper Charity in Catholicism. But they also have their correspondence with nkisis from mountain sticks, the second deity
matching there power called Mama Chola or Mama Wengé11. For men, there is also an initiation into abacuá society, a secret society or priest Ifá (babalao). 8In this context, the transit between the various traditions is intense and what I have just said for the paleros applies to other Cuban religious: many
initiate multiplying affiliation throughout their lives without contradiction according to the needs and predictions of wild consultations. 9 Moreover, this religious universe now interacts with new religious tendencies directly inspired by the so-called New Age12, such as Reiki, chromotherapy or astrology,
which know the growing success among professionals from different Afro-Cuban religions. From this perspective, Havana, the capital of the country, presents a complex and diverse religious scene, where a wide range of cults are developing. Creativity in action: the religious route of the two deceased
paleros 10There is no rigidity in individual religious careers and begin supplementing these religious practices, even if it does not do so in a disorderly manner, as we will now see with the religious biography of the late Mary and to a lesser extent that of Reynaldo. 11 As part of my field research in Havana,
which was carried out in parallel with my personal commitment to monte stick13 practice, I became a charity. I started visiting her house to continue with her into various divinatory consultations (she was recommended to me by a different palette) and I was able to interview her several times. Charity to
practice various Afro-Cuban religions. In life, she was a spiritualist, yaya nkisi malongo, that is, a mountain stick asshooter, and also santera, began and the cherry oocha rule. She was also knowledgeable and practicing various New Age ceremonies such as Tarot and Reiki. 12 According to her vivid
accounts, Charity has been a spiritualist since birth. This statement stresses that spirituality is not only a religious practice that is acquired and developed, but is the first and the pre-emanating gift (Boyer, 1996; Sansi Roca, 2009). The charity said that as a child she suffered from serious health problems
and that in her dreams she often saw people who were dead, that she had been advised. He heard voices telling him what to do when he felt bad. I also had feelings about some diseases that were going to affect one. When the charity began seeing her dead-aged six or seven, she had many visions and
advanced what was to happen-her mother immediately took her to a psychologist. The situation made her parents, teacher and car technic officer uncomfortable because they were both party members14 and had no convictions, according to Maria Caridad. This story follows a line familiar to researchers
of Afro-Cuban cults (Bermúdez, 1967; Bermúdez, 1967; Bermúdez, 1967; Bermúdez, 1967; Bermúdez, 1967; Bermúdez, 1967; Bermúdez, Calzadilla, [1993] 2000) by that adept is going through a whole host of unrest such as distrust on the part of relatives, fear of the other, denial of his faculties, some
jokes and predictions of madness, etc. 13Vision has not stopped while the health problems of Mary Charity are increasing. At the age of twelve it was so bad that the family gave up dead, in his words. Faced with the helplessness of doctors and as a last resort, her mother, despite being convinced by
atheism, resigned he resigned he he he hested to see her santera lady from her ward. The diagnosis set by this santera was two times: the girl's health problems came from various sources. First, she was creepy; In addition, dead spiritual cords of charity needed for development, that is, to be ritually
cared for through the ossuaries, but also through the spiritual masses. That's why they caused these riots. 14Seething dead spiritual cord is necessary for them to be an extension of a human being, thus interfering with his life. For religious, if a person does not achieve a stable relationship with these
spirits (they may need offers of cigars, drinking, etc.), they can get sick or go through difficult situations in any area of life. These relationships transcend dead/vital duality and assume multiplicity functions15. 15 In the present case, the consulted santera found that it was part of the girl's health problem and
should therefore be involved in the practice of spiritualism. In addition, it turned out that the charity needed to start on mountain sticks in order to improve and get rid of the witchcraft that disturbed it. At the age of thirteen, she contracted her first hesitation commitment: scratched on a mountain stick, in a
religious house branch of the palero or a ritual briyumba tendency. It was then scratched as ngueyo, a ritual term that marks the first level of initiation and is translated into Spanish by the expression new pine, son of clothing or nganga godfather or godmother (the newcomer is considered a son, that is, a
gajo or a new pine that stems from the ritual branch). 16 As I have seen on several occasions, it is common, as in this case, that the specialist tradition (santera in this example) prayed to the consultant by starting a different tradition (in this example) to resolve his difficulties. In itself, this reveals the
common representations of a person who unscrews different religious traditions, as well as their internal complementarity, which D. Espirito Santo (2011) proposes to characterize as his ontological fluidity. 17 Since then, charity has begun to develop and (s) her dead, through spiritual masses and ritual
cleansing, with the help of his palero godfather and santera, who cared for her.16 18 His health problems have not completely disappeared. Shortly after, during spiritual research on Mass17, his dead man told him that his religious journey was to continue to work the dead on a stick, but that he also
needed to start in santeria or the ocha rule: only the saint, that is, his guardian Oricha, would be able to save her from death through initiation. 19 In fact, when a man begins in santeria, his relationship and his union with oricha, which is to accompany him from birth, is ordained. By strengthening this
relationship during the initiation and materialization of this body-like stick nfumbi, into ritual objects (stones and soperas in this case)–it is conceived that this new ritual alliance provides health for the individual. Thus, the charity started in Santeria at the age of fifteen. The ooch, mentioned oricha freshwater
and womanhood, turned out to be his oricha or holy guardianship. At this time, Santera consulted with her mother a few years ago to become her ocha godmother. At this time, the Charity also appears to have received a minor dedication in Ifá, called kofá oruly. His religious identity has become more



complex. These multiple initiations also inserted ritual kinship into new networks. 20Way of charity is quite common in the Cuban religious universe and the early hierarchies that lay down on the scene (scratching before becoming a saint or starting on a ocha) reflect the established rules of passage. They
come primarily from the characteristics of the entities involved in these initiations (dead or holy) and their relationships with each other, oricha is more formal and dogmatic and dead spiritual cords and even the closest nfumbi. 21 Indeed, it is considered that if a person accumulates dedication, he must
follow a certain order: mount stick, water, abacuá, santeria, ifá. (The practice of spiritualism and Catholic worship of saints is parallel because it does not require dedication as such.) In theory, at the level of dedication, it is not possible to back – for example, a person cannot normally start on a mountain
stick after he has started in Santeria or as an Ifá priest – but even there experts sometimes find creative ritual solutions to contour these rules.18 22Initiating proceedings does not involve the abolition of previous religious obligations. More importantly, Mary C. once explained to me that in her initiation to
the ooch, during the start of diviation, Ochún herself, her leadership oricha, asked to follow earlier with the dead, both in spirituality and in mountain sticks. She could also become a santerie first minister, but she always prefers the dead. Thus, this new initiation and diviation subsequently confirmed the
fate of Mary C. in the same way as in spiritual Mass. At the age of 26, Mary was scratched as a mother nkisi and from that moment began to actively work also with nfumbis.19 He made his own nganga, ordained by the aforementioned nkisi Mama Chola or Chola Wenge, which is synchronized with ochún
in ocha (Mary guardian oricha). When I asked Mary how she defines herself in religion, she replied very simply: For me, a dead man is on top of everything. It is worth pointing out that in this context, the word dead refers to both dead spiritualism and nfumbi stick mount and, indeed, Mary consulted, as
well as other spiritualists and paleros, spiritually – that is, during the spiritual masses in which the dead were expressed by her spiritual cord – and also consulted daily through the stick, using the means of diviation known as chamalongos21. Through chamalongos, she interrogated nfumbi that lay in her
nganga, but considered this practice to be associated with others: Mary Charity stated, for example, that the dead themselves or the ghosts of her cords could manifest themselves as nfumbi through chamalongos. According to her, some orichs could also comment if they had a strong bond with the dead.
23 Thus, during her journey, Mary Charity became an active princess, which began many people in both mountain sticks and santeria and worked dead spiritualism. At the time of his death, he had an extended religious family of about eighty godchildren (including grandchildren in religion, god sons of
their own godchildren). When I met her, she was already suffering from a heart attack and died in October 2007 of a sudden dead woman, while sleeping, at the age of sixty-four. He was then forty-nine years a saint and fifty-one years a doctor's stick and spiritualism. Before recounting the rituals that were
performed on the day of his death, especially those of Palo Monte, I will briefly explain the elements of Reynaldo's religious biography, the famous palero, which I will also evoke the funeral. 24Reynaldo, as well as charity and that many Cuban religious, had more religious affiliations, one of them reserved
only for men: in addition to the fact that, as a charity, spiritist, palero (tata nkisi) and santero, Reynaldo was also abacuá and held in this secret male society the status of Nasako, which corresponds to that of a witch within cult, and it is always attributed to the palero. This provision (the status of abacuá,
which must be occupied by the Palero) is also in itself revealing transits between Cuban religious traditions and networks created by religious. While he doesn't have accurate information about it at his funeral, some elements seem to suggest that he also worked water in relation to his mountain stick
practice, or that he came from the ritual stick family in which he was used (which, as I said, is also quite common. However, Reynaldo claimed himself as a palero in the first place, self-defining almost exclusively by this practice). In fact, he built his own religious family around this practice, undoubtedly the
most ffy in his life until he died in 2009 at the age of seventy-three. It reveals - as in the case of charity - that despite its launch into santeria, palero can imagine his religious identity through his main religious practice. It is common for a person, one of his religious identities, to prevail over the other and one
of his practices to clearly dominate his life (which in itself does not interfere with the idea of flexibility practices). In this they also take into account the priest's own creativity, his sensitivity, his personal understanding, as well as his own relationships with subjects – in this sense, as Hallam &amp; Ingold
(2007:2) pointed out, improvisations are always generative and relational – that imprint on each priest's trajectory in the form of their own and innovative. 25 As in the case of charity, this position of Reynaldo was translated into his funeral of the meaning and time devoted to the rites of the stick mountain.
However, as active paleros priests and also launched in other rules – that is, both have built in life (and in dialogue relationships with different entities) the links between their affiliations – they also had to go through rituals specific to each of the insiders they received in life. His funerals paleros thus
revealed this diversity and pluralism, to the dazzling of some creativity on the part of participants and officiants. Funeral accounts of 26Hemos have so far seen the basic role of the general dead in Cuban religious practices. Any priest who dies by abandoning earthly life and integrating into this category
can continue to perform a religious function: first, as an ant in the context of ritual kinship, invoked by the religious activities of his gods; second as dead from the spiritual image of the living or as a mountain stick nfumbi (although members of his biological and ritual family prevent this, because it means
that the dead person is so tied to the material, in a situation of backwardness that does not allow him to develop and proceed as a spiritual dead). 27 Death as a physical transformation is not, in that regard, a sufficient condition for achieving a state of death. This identity is built in interaction with the
religious community and requires various ritual operations. The religious behind exactly that, the function of funeral rites performed before burial consists in ensuring the good passage of the state from life to the dead, as well as in opening the way for the recently deceased to a different type of life. 28
When the initiator dies in Cuba, his burial usually takes place on the same day or on the second day of death. It consists of various stages: divinatory interrogations, preparation of the body of the deceased, velorio (which paleros specifically call crying), burial. Some ceremonies and rituals for the deceased
take place for weeks and months, sometimes years, after death (no longer the presence of a physical body), but I limit my description to burial ceremonies that are performed in the presence of the body of the deceased, from the moment of death to the funeral. It is at these moments that the delicate
inbrication of the various identities and religious practices of the deceased, which we have already seen play out in religious biographies, such as the interaction of different communities that are mobilizing around his death, can be perceived more acutely. Guessing, offering and preparing the dead
29Reces the brother of religion mount stick of the deceased charity, with which I had a close relationship, I attended the whole of his funeral in Palo Monte, even in ceremonies reserved for people close to the deceased and started with a stick. 30 The ceremonies began in the morning at the charity house
when her daughter realised that her mother had died. At 7am .m she went home (they're neighbours), Charity was still lying on the bed, which was unusual. Then his daughter went to other neighbors. After being alerted to death, he immediately sent in initiates to walk past his mother. The charity already
has large companies-that is, members older than her at the starting level on a mountain stick (her godfather has already died)–so her daughter sent to bakonfula house. In Spanish it is said that bakonfula - a ritual fee stick mount - is a butler of a religious house tata or yaya nkisi (in this case a charity), a
man of trust who, according to one of my informants, is a trust nfumbi and the other the owner of nganga godfather or godmother. Bakonfula A 70-year-old man was involved in all the religious works of Palo Monte de Caridad and was called in to assist in bureaucratic procedures and required religious
practices. It was he who led all the mountain stick ceremonies. Likewise, the daughter of the charity called her mother a ocha godmother, a lady in her eighty-five years who was alive and also came to the house for further ceremonies. He called some babalaos, priests ifá, because the deceased got kofá
Orula. 31 The ordinances began with the beginning of a divinatory ritual, the purpose of which was to ritually determine the cause of death. Although, according to the evidence, charity died of natural death during its dream, it was necessary to prove that the death was not the result of an act of witchcraft or
any other religious manipulation that would require more complex ceremonies than usual. As the charity received dedication in ocha and in Ifa-otherwise it would have been done with a stick-this definition of cause of death was established by a babalao called the well-known board of Ifa, a specific way of
diviring this cult. 32 After this preliminary and private sequence (I came later), various ritual sequences were handcuffed, executed in different spaces by santerious or specialists on a stick. As mirror inverse to the initiation of the progression of charity in life, they were performed in the following order (and
repetitive for the rest of the ceremonies): various ritual sequences always began healing ceremonies directed by santeros and babalaos and then breathed in the burial practices of mountain sticks. At the funeral of Reynaldo, who was also abacuá, this order was preserved and ceremonies of the same
abacuá were played between those of santeria and stick. As we will see, spiritualist and Christian practices also intervened in ceremonies, in the form of objects, prayers, etc., acting as endogenous attributes of the Cuban (Afro-) religious context. 33 Diviation of babalao was immediately followed by
ceremonies, which santeros call itutu and which are carried out by death to begin in santeria, to give peace of mind to the spirit of the deceased say some. Godmother Charity and other santeros were isolated to conduct divinatory interrogations addressed to Orichas and especially Ochún, the guardian of
the Oricha charity. They also defined the diviation of the fate of hardware charities (soperas, stones, etc.), that is, of the objects that materialized their commitment in this tradition at the same time as the entities with which they were in a relationship. It is important that two black hens and other offers were
made to saints or orichas. As A. Konen (2009) pointed out in an analysis of similar burial rituals in the case of babalao, these rituals are equivalent to doom or reconfigure relations between the deceased and entities, whether holy or dead, with whom he had bound relationships in life, that is, to undo his or
her dedication (ibid.). I won't detail these ceremonies, which I could never attend, but as my interlocutors told me, they unfold, as well as divinatory interrogation conducted by mountain stick specialists and which I will evoke later. 34 After that ceremony, shortly before 10 a.m. (by the time I arrived), some
goddaughters, santeria and mountain stick, near Charity, and who had arrived in the meantime, met their daughter to wash the body of the deceased in the room of the house. Others present, not yet so numerous, gathered in the hall. For this bath, a sign, liquid prepared with water and sacred weeds,
used in both santeria and mountain stick - another element of which, in itself, shows the fluidity and ritual interaction between one tradition and another - was prepared and which, on a stick, may vary depending on the indications of the dead man accompanies the deceased. In this case, it was prepared
with cotton, allanto, verdolaga, basil, white pale and locally called wondrous grass. While bathing her, participation could hear from the room the following song: ile ile alue only unsebo banye aye, in ritual language ocha (different from sticks). Without knowing how to literally translate what singing means,
but recognizing its use in context, the present babalao explained to me that it served to keep the egg away, so the deceased found its new path. The term eggun is used by santeros and babalaos to identify the dead, whether ancestors or dead persons of spiritual cords. In this sense, although before the
funeral, there are no spiritualistic burial ceremonies, this song eggun alienation also went to the death of the spiritual cord of charity, trying to free the deceased (the dead can only accompany the living). Otherwise, the deceased would remain bound by material to different types of non-human forces that
would not allow her to follow her path to a different reality and another way of experimenting. This ritual sequence is therefore considered religious as essential to the good step of the deceased, that is, the state from life to the dead. 35 This bath lasted a long time, and in the meantime began other
ceremonies especially mountain sticks, which included only the initiates in this Bakonfula, eight godsons paleros, that charity had scratched (started) on a stick and then I gathered in the munanso or secret room of Mary where her nganga is located. Bakonfula there proceeded to a ceremony quite similar
to the one performed by santeros, but which was addressed to specific subjects of mountain sticks. He lit a candle in front of the Nganga (Chola Wenge) charity and he and others then drew with a shell (ritual chalk) several signature mountain sticks on the floor. The signature is a graphic sign endowed
with meaning and ritual effectiveness, and which must be used in parallel with prayers and other ritual actions to promote the circulation of energy and fluidity of communication with nfumbi. In this case, the signatures used - I've seen some of them at other pallet burials - are signatures called office.
Caymito and kimbansa herbal leaves were used near nganga. These are widely used on the stick for funeral ceremonies and many mambos (mountain stick songs) refer to them as we'll see later22. 36 Basternák gave three touches on the floor with his fists clamped to greet nfumbi nganga. He began by
asking the supreme god Nzambi and all the ancestors of the dead to leave in exact order: first to the dead from the Palermo branch of charity – their ritual ancestors – then their late palero godfather, finally to the death of his biological family, as well as to the death of his spiritual cordon. He went on to
address these bodies: We are here to inform them of yaya nkisi's death. [gave his ritual name to the stick]. 37Luego asked them about the fate of the various paleros of the deceased, nganga above all. In this way he dealt with chamalongos (see note 21) to get yes or no answers to the questions he asked.
Bakonfula immediately asked if the garment wanted to follow his (own) path, i.e. to be freed from the commitment to the people and to be undone, for example thrown into the sea, into the river, etc. However, this destruction of a religious object means that it will no longer be ritually effective and will not
represent the deceased within its own religious family. From this perspective, divinatory responses were satisfactory in the case of charity: bakonfula threw chamalongos and configuration of okana (three pieces of coconut face down, one face up) appeared suggesting a negative response. Then the
garment was asked if he wanted to stay and the alafia setting (four mouthmamp) appeared, suggesting a loud if. They continued with more specific questions about where clothing and the identity of its guardian. The clothing charity was in the destiny to stay in the house and be a sit-up of its bakonfula. To
this day, he remains there, keeping a vivid and active memory of his former owner, the princess monte stick, among his god sons. When questions about the fate of the garment ended, the rooster was sacrificed over the garment to eat. We left munanso to return to the room of the house where the coffin
of the charity was ready to wake up. Bakonfula continued alone in the room performing other ceremonies with clothing. Wake up and cry palero: singing for the dead 38th at noon, shortly before the awakening began, about 60 people (ocha and stick god sons, family members, as well as friends, neighbors
and acquaintances) were gathered. They came to the charity house to pay tribute to him. More intimate imbrication in material space, symbolism, body treatment and chaining ritual sequences between different rules was seen while preparing to wake up. He also mobilized spontaneous and creative
initiatives of several present. For example, at this time, one of the Goddaughters Charity began to clean the environment by ignited patchouli incense at the foot of a small Buddha statue in the lobby of the house, explaining that it was Oya's favorite fragrance, oricha associated with death. 39Kata was
covered by her goddaughters and her daughter her dress saint, a ritual costume that she had wore years earlier during her initiation into santeria.23 The coffin was also drawn a signature (or graphic sign) of nganga. Each tata or yaya has a personal signature, which is its identification before nfumbi and
nganga. This signature remains secret and the signature drawn on the garment was therefore a signature that functioned as a nickname for her, so that it did not completely reveal her ritual identity. Bakonfula came out of the world with nganga in hand, covered with a black cloth, in the sign of death (some
paleros told me it is covered with cotton in some houses). The charity's clothing was placed under a box in the same room where the body of the deceased began to be shrouded and around it, the circle was made with gunpowder called fula - one of the materials most commonly used by paleros in all their
ceremonies. The garment was present throughout the awakening both in the house and then in the house of mourning and in the cemetery, it was represented, as we shall see, the specific elements (vines. below). Four candles were lit in the room, one in each corner of the box.24 40The son present
spontaneously placed under the box a glass of water with a cross in it, which is practice of both spiritualists - their altars are composed as well - and popular Catholicism in Cuba. The Christian presence, intrinsicly associated with spiritualism and mountain stick, was in itself remarkable on a material level:
rosary, cross, images of saints. It would also be mentioned later by introducing Catholic chants between mambos (stick mount prayers) or prayers such as Hail Mary or our Father all the time crying. 41 On this confluence of symbols and concepts, which we usually classify as belonging to a particular rule
or as a native of specific world visions, the dynamics and deactivation of the boundaries between traditions and their creative interpretation can be observed even more clearly by the participants. 42 The awakening of the charity lasted approximately four hours (it started at home and was extended in the
morgue.25). It was composed of a string of many ritual songs – which is why the paleros calls funerals crying (a term typical of abacuás who talk about crying abacuá). The goal of these songs, which I will then insist on, is twofold. On the one hand, they refer again to certain entities, this time to facilitate
the good passage of the deceased to their new state (in this sense, it is important that what most paleros today calls crying was previously called dispatch, thereby making the idea that the deceased should follow a new path). On the other hand, these songs also honor the launch according to its opening
stages. 43In the funeral of the charity, both at reynaldo's funeral, the moment of awakening and crying provided a privileged view of the various communities and religious families to which the deceased belonged, in a single moment and a public space. The different sequences of songs typical of each of
the rules to which the deceased belonged were then handcuffed in one and a long ceremony. These followed the same opposite order of dedication he received in life: santeria songs were first produced, the second (in reynaldo's case), songs of crying abacuous, and finally mambos mount stick. Despite
the religious interaction, this procedure has been defined – mainly through linguistic specificities (use of different ritual languages – spaces and moments more clearly santero, palero, etc., thus creating a form of global religious cohesion in attendance, especially in times of paler crying, but also internally
cohesive within each religious community. Stick songs led by bakonfula, who served as a gallo or soloist, began asking permission from Nzambi, the star, ndokis, and godparents and ancestors of the deceased. By singing songs and prayers in the ritual language of palo monte, the present members of
this community were on the one hand to identify each other immediately, as well as before them santeros (and in the case of the burial of Reynaldo, abacuá), recreate their own identity (Wirtz, 2008) and discover a society that is understood26. I open short brackets to point out that this community is also
recognized in a certain African ancestors, through its ritual language. However, as Amselle points out (2001:15), Africa is represented here as a social construct un concept don't les lois de fonctionnement ocssent une logique sémantique totalement indépendante de tout enracinement dans un territoire.
Thus, it is not the geographical area of Lower Congo (the purptive region of origin of the practice of cuban mountain sticks) that is claimed or defined in this way, but the ancestors conga in terms of belonging and memory. However, the chorus of songs was not only restored by the initiates stick, but
sometimes, when they were known, for wider participation, again suggesting imbrication practices and their interactions. Let's get back to crying. 45Ooth mambos were sung in Spanish and others in what is known as snout, a language instilling in the way slaves re-arrived in Cuba (called muzzles) in the
colonial period (Cunha, 2008). This has its consequences in times of crying and on the importance of paler edges for all present. Unlike songs by santeria or abacuá, this linguistic specificity of some mountain stick mambos makes its meaning partly understandable to all. With their texts, they thus perform
a cohesiful function not only for the paleros, but for all those present: many mambos have as their express purpose the celebration and fire of the deceased to follow his path in a dignified manner, in adaptation to his status as a priest. At the same time, they express the sadness of those present. At a
charity funeral, the first mambo sang (in bozal) was for example: Vamo 'cry, caymitoVamo' cry, caymito27 Lyrics are quite explicit and can federate all present. While singing this first mambo, the bakonfula charity was knocked out with ribbons (fabric Band-Aids previously prepared) measures from
standing to the heads of all participants to wake up, paleros, santeros, and also disparaging. Under his leadership, many other mambos were intonified and accompanied by hand-striped support. In certain cases, percussion can be included in screams and awakenings. This may depend to a large extent
on the role of who played the deceased in life, as well as the intention of the gods and families ostentatiously to reject the dead as a reputable religious or, simply, depending on his economic possibilities (because some ritual drummers must be reunerated). In Reynaldo's Weeping, spiritualist - tata nkisi,
abacuá and santero - instruments were included. On this occasion, each religious community also had its moment, in the order that had already been invoked, noticeable in the use of its specific instruments: the songs began by touching the batá – sacred drums of those that began in santeria – then
played nkomos – abacuá instruments – and finally the sockets, drums used on mountain sticks and also in the spiritual masses and offerings of the dead. 47In the wake of Reynaldo, when they finished prayer, and began playing drums again, but the repetitive mambo was sung. He warned all those
present that palero's godfather (tata) had died (nbafuiti) and that all the -people, dead (nganga was present) and the forces of nature according to the texts of mambo - were there to say goodbye to him, by the command of Nzambi. It says part of this mambo: I got like Nzambi commands you have IDe
Guinea Congo (choir) How to Stick I 48Beat at a funeral charity like in Reynaldo's, there have been very numerous mambos intonated along the scream stick and it is impossible to overwrite and comment on them in this article. As always, these mambos differed according to the soloist's inspiration.
Although there is no fixed chronology in chaining mambos, some are sung almost always. This is the case with these - a mixture of language, Spanish and bozal - that struck in both cases to close the wake, by the time the box was supposed to be closed: Bembembe makoteroBembebembe [choir]
wanawaKariakongo [is] t lembamondo [is] t lembaSe goes good friend goes with his mañaMambe Dio! This mambo, which can be categorized as a farewell mambo, has the following meaning: Drums [bembé] in his honor, mayoral (older, respected, [makotero])Bodies [Kariakongo, Viramondo] are in
mourning [lemba] Goodbye, good friend, go quietly [mambe dio] During this farewell mambo, but also always and explicitly aim virtues to begin what can be done by singing improvised stanzas between refried. At the funeral of the charity, bakonfula so talked about the successful religious life of the
deceased, he mentioned her large number of godparent sons as proof of her great witch power-that is, palera-while the choir continued saying. 49 After that, the people who wanted were able to go and say goodbye Deceased. Others began to do so during the songs, updating at this time a truly creative
relationship between different practices, objects, symbols and even concepts. Indeed, one of the godparents of the charity, as approached by the deceased, had, for example, placed in his hands a small paper image of our Lady of copper charity, a saint who in ocha represents Oshún, Oricha tutelar
charity, and on a mountain stick, Mama Chola or Mama Wenge28. At the end of the mambos, many of the god sons of charity said goodbye one by one, touching her hands, placing flowers on her, also making signs of the cross. I kept hearing one of her goddaughters comment that they should have
placed yellow fabrics on the box because in addition to being the late daughter of Oricha Ochún (and her representative color is yellow), this color would bring benefits for a good step charity. He went on to state that according to the teachings of chromotherapy, yellow symbolizes the mind, agility, the left
side of the brain, and therefore the step would be faster and more seamless. 50During the closure of the box, sanctify, that is, to clean the present ritual, of bad energy, as well as this direct contact with the newly deceased, bakonfula used tapes that were used to measure those present. They were placed
inside a box next to the deceased's 29th child. Then the coffin was closed. In cars reserved for this purpose, their relatives and godparents took the deceased to the cemetery. The funeral of the 51A third and final part of the funeral charity took place in the cemetery, where a crying stick was extended, and
this time dominated. Indeed, upon arrival at the cemetery, although santeros and spiritualists were also present, it was bakonfula and some asys stick that took over the rest of the ceremonies. At this time, the state of Yaya nkisi's charity was further highlighted. In front of the pit, the first mambo intonated
stick was as follows: I came, I came on foot I came on foot, I came greetingS my ngangaI came Mama Wengesaluding holy field [ie cemetery] TchitchiribakoUna nganga [is] the arrival of ganga buena [is] t arrival 52S song announced the arrival of the world of dead charity, identified his status as a palera
as a godsman (Ganga Buena). The godchild of his cane carried the mpakas of the deceased in his hands, horns (in this case ox) magically loaded representing nganga in a small version30. Next to the tomb, a bakonfula lit a candle above the coffin. He again drew a signature stick through the box and
intonated, with the help of a new mambo addressed to Nzambi, god Nzambi narireNzanda kuniaPluma nana pen nanaNzambi commands that I pray for signal 53I then prayed our father, prayed as a Catholic and spiritualist in the Cuban context. Then the paleros present prayed together in the language
and finally sang a few mambos, among them, let's cry, caymito, Let's cry, Kimbansa much like the song that started crying in the house of charity. Above all they sang this: Malembe, malembeAh, SimbirikuAh, if malembe Malembe ngoya is synonymous with mambo, while ngoya can be translated until
dawn. That said, this mambo points out that the same mambos will dawn, that it will leave the rhythm softer. In this context, this mambo sounded at the end of the ceremonies. Then the coffin was seffed in a pit. The 54A bakonfula charity cleaned those present with a handful of clams in hand, passing
through the person's body, and blowing tobacco smoke, ritual operations designed to undress participants of any bad energy or negative impact of this proximity to the deceased. While the godsons left the cemetery-some making signs of the Cross-Mary Charity is bakonfula asked to be alone and stood by
the grave, both to collect and honor in the intimacy of the monument yaya nkisi and ritually cleanse and perform other ceremonies at which he made no comment. 55In this last stage of the funeral charity, the transits between practices were less apparent than in previous stages, despite the mobilization of
some Catholic and spiritualist prayers. I assume the central role of paleros at this time and the more sincere insistence on the identity of Yaya's charity in rye are due to the special proximity, in daily practice, of paleros with the dead and nfumbi who have just been searched in cemeteries. My observations
of other funerals usually confirm this. However, religious diversity may also be more visible in other cases, even at this time. By comparison and finally, I will therefore evoke the last part of Reynaldo's funeral, in which, although the paleros were kept too, as in the case of charity, other religious identities of
the deceased were brought back on stage. 56In the cemetery, before the mambos began at the foot of the pit, bakonfula Reynaldo began with a prayer in which he mentioned all the important members of the various religious families of Reynaldo, saying, I remember my Massanako, I remember the
godfathers of his, my ancestors ..., etc. the word Massanako referred to the office of NASAKO, taken over by Reynaldo, the sorcerer's office, as has already been said. In the event that the He repeated the same phrase several times: I remember mine..., then finished the phrase with the name of his dead
ancestors, the ancestors of his godfather's house. To do this, he began with his godfather ocha, his brothers Santeros, continue with the name of his ancestors in a stick (godfather, elder of the house, of branches, brothers and godfathers already dead). This fragment is interesting for two reasons: firstly, it
refers to the complexity of relationships formed by religious families and certain hierarchical titles, as well as the Cuban religious quantity. Second, the way in which the phrase is pronounced from a linguistic point of view is significant: I remember, without the conformity of a person (in Spanish, I would be
told) or the transformation of the word Nasako in Massanako are admonished for the typical way of speaking bozal, thereby inserting the content of the tribute into a typically palero ritual framework. 57 Then other mambos sang, and in them mambo was introduced with words in French Creole, which I
could not remember. This means that the mambo was no longer held alone, but watered and revealed an aspect of Reynaldo's religious identity that was not revealed until now in other ritual sequences. However, this seems to suggest that the deceased also worked closely with water (the bakonfula who
directed the mambos gained a lot of his ritual knowledge and his knowledge of the songs alongside Reynaldo). Another mambo that was sung at this time is also praise - farewell and opening new paths for the deceased, as explained to me - that it is closely associated with water, as I have seen in other
contexts: Ngunguru Ngunguruaanafinda ngunguruNgungunguru NgunguruaAnafinda ngunguruNgunguruá 58Th these songs followed until the end of Reynaldo's funeral, moments when transits were so intense between the water chants and mountain sticks mambos that I must admit that I could not even
always identify the apparently same. Most importantly, it seems that this was also the case with the rest of the attendance, started as I did on a stick, and in this was expressed a talent for improvisation bakonfula. After cutting the box into the pit, some pallets drew a signature around the tomb, which had
been closed by then with soil and cement. Since the skeleton of the famous and famous palette is highly sought after to build a new nganga, it should be noted that the participants were very careful in this31st century. Then they laid on the grave, candle and flowers as they sang: Ando ando
ngurumáBamba [nganga?] married Guruá sóBamba married gurus 59 Finally, as well as in the funeral charity, bakonfula each of those present. Everyone then sang this farewell mambo. Wiri wiri mauéWiri wiri mauéMambo silencedWiri mambo weoróKikiriri 60 This is the final mambo similar to that sung in
the case of charity. He points out that mambos are finished (mambo shut up), so crying is over. At this time, relatives and godparents began to walk away and leave the cemetery. Funeral ceremonies are over, at least at this stage, with the funeral. 61 According to one of the godparents of the charity with
whom I was in contact after the funeral, when the garment returned from the cemetery, it remained open for nine days in a sign of sadness (in some houses it is still covered in black). Some houses also cry again after three days, seven or nine days. Catholic Mass is also held on the seventh day, as well
as ocha ceremonies. These consecutive ceremonies tend to confirm that the state of the dead is a complex identity, built in interaction with the religious community and requiring various ritual operations to reach the highest degree. Ontological fluency allows great freedom and improvisation for believers
who direct the burial ritual and know the background of the deceased. The funeral is therefore the moment when its religious trajectory is staged. * * * 62 Intended to give a full indication of the burial ceremonies of mountain sticks, both because of its complexity and for its plasticity, I tried in this article to
provide elements for better ethnographic knowledge of the ritual treatment of death, until the time of burial, in this tradition. Throughout the description, I have tried to emphasize both pluralism and a multi amount of Cuban religious practices, their creative relationships and their unity, nuanced in this sense
of sometimes cosifying visions. 63 During the ordinances described, various symbols, objects, songs, representations, etc., of the various religious traditions which were mentioned in the itineraries of the deceased were brought together. Although at certain times the segmentation of ritual spaces
(especially during divination), language markers, chronology of ritual sequences or change of actors in the direction of certain ceremonies indicated rather side by side practices, other moments clearly revealed a narrow imbriation. It is played both at the ritual level and around the preparation of the body of
the deceased, the preparation of the coffin, where it will rest, the individual behavior, gestures and comments of the participants, who in itself demonstrate a dimension of personal creativity that reflects the dimension of the deceased in life that has structured them individually and novadora way. 64 This
ethnography of a paler scream shows the extent to which the study of the burial ritual cycle can be used to help us understand the meaning of the different religious identities of the individual. As a mirror, death highlights the life of the religious and condenses the short-time spiritual capital accumulated
during his stay on earth. The commitments made in life have a new meaning with the passage of death. In fact, it is essential to ensure this step, which through various rites transforms the deceased into the real dead, a category that can only be culturally and above all collectively and ritually built. Thus
opening a step into another reality, rituals prepare one so that he can in the future assume the role of the subject, either through his role as an tic for his ritual family, whether as a dead associated with the spiritual cordon, etc., making him a concrete possibility of achieving immortality and keeping him
present among the living. 65Intual studies on popular reliance in Cuba have been devoted to the analysis of this type of ritual and it appears that, through openness, the study of burial rituals could be included in a broader understanding of the Constitution of the religious person as a whole and of the
creative dynamics as individual pathways that would formulate different practices. Mobilise. Page 2 49 2021Mobilité, territoire et pouvoirs in Himalaya ' la fin des années 1950, la recherche sur les régions himalayennes conna't un tournant majeur : les enquétes de terrain des premiers ethnologues
professionnels prennent le pas sur les travaux textuels orientalistes. Le Népal, royaume himalayen jamais colonisé, vient de s'ouvrir au monde. Environné d'états dorénavant fermés o' s'était illustrée la recherche britannique des administrateurs coloniaux de l'Asie du Sud, il devient un laboratoire centré
sur l'ethnologie des min(...) 48 2020Alors vint la nuit... And then came the night ...: Field work, methods, perspectives Au cours des deux derni'res décennies, le séminaire «Anthropologie de la nuit» du Laboratoire d'ethnologie et de sociologie comparative s'est donné pour t'che d'inscrire la nuit comme un
domaine de recherche de plein droit, appuyé par de nombreuses etnographies dans des terrains proches ou lointains et don't le traitement repose sur une visée pluridisciplinaire et comparatiste échelle des sciences humaines. Ce numéro d'Ateliers d'anthropologie réunit quelques contrib(...) 47
2020Jeunes en question(s) Young People in Question(s): Eleven Case Studies in Africa Comment penser les jeunes et la jeunesse en Afrique? Comment no pas réduire ? la state tragique faite ? great variety of existences that others know? What resources can be provided for the sustainable
development of knowledge, in addition to intellectual conventions and sensational clichés? What to do with the category based on age, this unlikely criterion that both comes from biological becoming human, serves as a unit of measurement indivi (...) HS (h) 2019It-enim-Kunolo Fully written by Wayan,
Wayan and Wayan, Iton-im-Kunolo is the first of its kind. It is neither a bilingual union nor a simple translation of Portuguese or French. Here it is the original, as if better to declare that it is possible to write and publish in a minority of the Caribbean language without just reproducing European models.
Wayanas take the pen, and logically, it's plum (...) 46 2019Corps lost, body found Lost body, Body found: Cohesion, fragmentation, !-- [if GTE mso 9]! [endifi]--!--[if gte mso 9] Normal 0 21 false FR X-NONE AR-SA! [endif]--!--[if gte mso 9] (...) 45 2018 Tibetan trichology trichology trichology: Hair and its
treatment in Tibet This question about hair and its treatment in the Tibetan cultural field is in dialogue with the work of Christian Bromberger, who proposed a general analytical approach to social hair and hair treatment. Body elements closely related to the prosperity and vitality of the individual (as the
ethnographic testimony of a Tibetan contributor to this issue recalls), hair in the Tibetan world also reflects the evolution story of (...) 44 2017Shocking centers: the onset of modernity? Shopping malls: the onset of modernity? Although the concept of shopping malls emerged in the United States in the
postwar years, it was met with a boom that did not seem to be rejected, within a general organization that was always the same, but whose form was rejected by time and place. Initially backed by the concept of modernity, as conceived in the West in the interwar period, the shopping center will gradually
move away from this context. The idea of simultaneously dev (...) 43 2016Package of artistic things: from markets to collections in the Himalayas and beyond From the object offered to tourists in the markets of Kathmandu or Ladakh to Asian or primitive art collections, what is the subject of art? The
contributions of this collection show the weight of fiction, which dress things art and their close ties to the device of commercial and aesthetic enhancements. They lead us to both road, which carried masks, headdresses, Buddha or Mandala of the Himalayas e (...) 42 2015 young people in the southern
Mediterranean Youth in the Southern Mediterranean: ethnology singular category In the Mediterranean world, there is no way to accurately define the empan of youth except that one ceases to be considered young when a person becomes a man (and for young girls that one becomes a wife or religious).
Being young is a legal category specifying the gap between accomplished individuals and others who are not. It is for the study of this category that the current supply of anthropological workshops (...) 41 2015 Brazilian anthropologist Gilberto Velho, known for his studies of the city, continued to question
the extent of the concept of cosmopolitanism in anthropology. Advocating to place greater emphasis on the idea of mediation as a socio-anthropological phenomenon, urged us to take an interest in the figure of the mediator, or to focus our attention on the so-called cosmopolitan character through his
activities, his life history, his trajectory and his itinerary (...) 40 2014Resubsucation and measurement of the human body in Mesoamerica Representations and Measurements of the Human Body in Mesoamerica Completely submerged and conditioned cultures and societies that hide it , the body - a
classic subject of anthropology - is discussed here in the context of the cultural field. Mesoamerica, which includes the central and southern parts of Mexico and various Central American countries, has been defined by the presence of a series of cultural features that can be traced back a very long time,
from pre-Colombian times to the present day. Due to pr (...) 39 2013 Agentivity, Vol. II Agency: Interactions, Grammar and Narrativity The first volume entitled Agentivity: Ethnology and Linguistics in Pursuit of Meaning (Anthropology Workshops, 34-2010), proposed materials mainly from Native American
cultures in order to incorporate into the ethnolinguistic project the study of relations between people and all other entities with them in language, sound, gestatural, etc., in a daily and ritual context. Etnosyntaxe was the theoretical horizon of almost 38 2013Setal (Afro-)Cuban religious practices: Ritual
dynamics, social dynamics from the triumph of the Castrist Revolution (1959) to the beginning of the Special Period in time (state of national crisis after the fall of the USSR), empirical research in Cuba was carried out mainly by researchers on the island. However, the ideological and socio-economic
reorientation of the special period has that it enabled the development of foreign field research, in particular on relig (...) 37 2012 Thick Frontieries: Alterities and Continuity in Maya Country and in Mesoamerica Expression borrowed from quasi-topology, the thick border served as a inspiration for the
anthropological analysis of intermediate spaces between related, opposite or complementary categories – spatial, temporal or mytional – from each contributor's field analyses. From various disciplinary safes (archaeology, ethnology, ethnology or linguistics) each author of this question went on to work at
an interval of (...) 36 2012 Archive Practices Practices: Construction, Modeling, Manipulation How are documents wo worded in archives? How do they model the status of their test properties? What are the characteristics, sensitive, emotional, demonstrative, that are produced or mobilized for this
purpose? In this dossier, it is proposed to consider archives as artifacts whose material trajectories and career, manipulations and metamorphosis should be called into question. Exploring productions and shapes (...) 35 2011Virtuosity or Noble Adventures of Virtuosity Technique, or Noble Adventure
Techniques Whatever object it refers to – amazing trick, intricate pattern, very fast solo, dangerous acrobatics, machine especially good at performing certain operations – virtuosity evokes a form of empowerment and self-celebration techniques, as well as part of sublimation or overcoming. By lending
examples from universes that are rarely confronted, this question aims to show how fai (...) $34 2010Solateity Agency: Ethnology and Linguistics in pursuit of meaning This question focuses on the topic of agentivity, analysis and comparison of the different relationships of addiction and causality between
humans and supernatural entities that manifest themselves in words, behavior, and practice. It is a question of studying the nature of the intentions, controls and powers exercised reciprocally - symmetrically or not - by the men and forces of the world that surround, attack or abandon them in order to
better understand the (...) 2009 ethnographic relationship, plots and texts Ethnographic Relationship, Fields and Texts: Various offered by Raymond Jamous Blends offered by Raymond Jamous, this question combines interventions presented at a symposium organized by LESC (February 2007) to reflect
on ethnography in its two dimensions: this ethnographic relationship as a specific time modus operandi ethnologist, and that of ethnographic data as a condition for the construction of ethnological knowledge. Immediate or built, otherness shapes any ethnographic relationship. One of e (...) 32 2008The
ethnologist wrestles with archives 31 African-American protests 2007: new terrain, new challenges 24 2001Chiner China 23 2001Stemporality and museum
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